What ideas do you have for improving the new elementary schedule?

**Have an early out or late start day**  
Variation: shorten one or every school day for more planning  
(30 min to 2 hours)  

**Uninterrupted block of planning time (including Kindergarten)**  
Variation: no meetings can be scheduled in teachers’ personal planning time  

**Hire Specialists to teach elective subjects**  

**Shorter and fewer meetings**  
Variation: Too much PD, no time to implement PD already meeting so planning time isn’t compromised, meetings need to be necessary not just because it’s on the schedule, many meetings can be replaced by emailed information, SAC & BLT held during non-contract time, teachers paid additional to attend  

**IPLC’s during the school day**  

**Flexible contract time**  
Variation: split time without students equally before and after school, let teachers individually decide their 8 hours at school